ABM approach in the 1970s, showed that a high degree of social segregation does not, as one might assume, imply extreme intolerance. Conversely, and relevant to today's political climate, it showed that a combination of mobility and choice may amplify marginal preferences or imbalances into major social divisions. Agentbased models may not describe reality, but they can show how interaction and nonlinearity produce social outcomes that could not be predicted simply by inspecting the behavioural rules. They undermine the common political presumption that group behaviour is a multiplied version of individual behaviour. They expose how ideas such as market efficiency may mutate from predictions of simplistic theories into dogmas that are applied insistently to the real economy. They might not tell us why certain social phenomena happen, but they offer mechanisms for how they might.
The challenge, which cannot be over-emphasized, is to ensure that ABM does not get above its station. It is a tool, not just another method for imprinting belief and prejudice with the false authority of 'theory' . As such, these models could form part of a toolbox that helps social scientists to re-engage with reality rather than trying to reinvent it.
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In the eye of the storm 686-688; 2005) that ignited a scientific debate by linking storm strength to ocean temperatures. It also triggered a maelstrom of media coverage that resulted in the US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) closing ranks and claiming unequivocally that the increase in Atlantic hurricane activity since 1995 could be attributed solely to an ocean cycle unrelated to greenhouse warming. Mooney is at his best when describing this sort of political tempest. By allowing what Emanuel calls the "party line" while discouraging dissenters, NOAA was, in Mooney's words, "gaming the release of information and trying to shift the debate in their favoured direction".
James Elsner
Mooney revisits his call, propounded in his earlier book and in subsequent newspaper and magazine columns, for scientists to do a better job of communicating science to the public and media. He urges researchers to stop pretending that they are nothing but objective "fact machines" and to instead give more general interpretations of their results and put them into a broader context.
Drawing on scientific conferences and on interviews with hurricane and climate scientists during 2006, Mooney covers plenty of ground, from heat engines and synoptic meteorology to computer modelling, and all without equations. At times Storm World feels hurried, US-centric and somewhat uneven, jumping between history, science and politics. But Mooney presents an accurate account of the clash between two of the most prominent climate scientists today. He is a good writer -"Scientists, like hurricanes, do extraordinary things at high wind speeds" -and his stories are consistently about people, giving the book a wide appeal.
In the end, he does give a clear picture of what the hurricane-climate change debate is about and where it might go next. As there are no answers, the book provides none. Not surprisingly, Mooney takes a liking to Gray, but cannot recommend his view that global warming has nothing to do with hurricane activity. Amusingly, Mooney also implies that, for storm climatologists, science sometimes plays second fiddle to entertaining soundbites.
Many scientists are contributing to one of the most important climate debates in history. Neither side is completely wrong and both would do well to study the full breadth of literature, to which Storm World is a useful addition. It's a great summer read, while the story continues. Let's hope there are more answers in the sequel. 
